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Avoid internet Auction Fraud

Popular online auction sites, such as E-Bay, offer buyers a multitude of benefits such as finding rare
and discontinued items, money savings opportunities and the ability to sell your own items. Just make
sure you purchase items from a reputable seller or else you may end up paying for nothing. Check out
the FBI’s list of tips to avoid Internet Auction Fraud.

Here’s what you should know:

Understand as much as possible about how the auction works, what your obligations are as a
buyer, and what the seller’s obligations are before you bid.

Find out what actions the website/company takes if a problem occurs and consider insuring the
transaction and shipment.

Learn as much as possible about the seller, especially if the only information you have is an
e-mail address. If it is a business, check the Better Business Bureau where the seller/business
is located.

Examine the feedback on the seller.

Determine what method of payment the seller is asking from the buyer and where he/she is
asking to send payment.

If possible, purchase items online using your credit card, because you can often dispute the
charges if something goes wrong.

Be cautious when dealing with sellers outside the United States. If a problem occurs with the
auction transaction, it could be much more difficult to rectify.

Ask the seller about when delivery can be expected and whether the merchandise is covered
by a warranty or can be exchanged if there is a problem.

Make sure there are no unexpected costs, including whether shipping and handling is included
in the auction price.

There should be no reason to give out your social security number or driver’s license number
to the seller

“Tips for Avoiding Internet Auction Fraud” are directly from the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s
website .
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Make a Statement with Your eStatement
What going paperless says about you and how it can help you out

Are you one of the millions of banking and credit card customers who still receives a paper statement
in the mail each month? Resisting the push from your financial institutions to switch to electronic
statements that arrive in your e-mail inbox? You might want to consider making the change.
 
E-mails do tend to pile up, and adding a new set of inbox-invaders each month might not sound
appealing at first, but when you’re trading e-mails for paper statements, you’re only adding to the real
clutter in your life. An e-statement is easier and faster to open, file or simply send straight to the trash
if that’s what you want (though it isn’t recommended).
 
“You really don’t need the paper as
long as you remember to download
the statements or bills and back
them up occasionally (and backing
up your records is something you
should be doing anyway),” says
personal finance expert Liz
Weston. “The IRS accepts
electronic records, and financial
institutions keep your statements
on hand for at least six years
anyway.”
 
In addition to storing backups of
your financial records going back
for years, most financial institutions
offer a variety of useful services in
conjunction with e-statements.
Searchable records, organized and
sortable archives and secure
storage are all advantages that paper statements just can’t touch.
 
“Surprisingly, studies now suggest that going paperless may actually reduce a consumer’s risk for
fraud and identity theft because these crimes commonly occur when printed statements get in the
wrong hands,” says professor and author Dustin Mulvaney.
 
Moving to electronic statements doesn’t just free up clutter and give you an easier way to store and
sort your records. Going electronic also makes a statement about your environmental attitude.
 
“Over 600,000 tons of paper could be saved annually if every household in the United States stopped
receiving paper bills and statements,” says Mulvaney. “According to the U.S. Postal Service, the
average U.S. family receives approximately 19 bills and statements each month and makes seven
monthly payments using paper.”
 
It isn’t just the trees lost to paper mills that have an environmental impact. Carbon emissions from
paper production and mail delivery contribute to environmental degradation as well. Limiting the



amount of paper you use can help reduce the greenhouse gasses released into the atmosphere.
E-statements make your financial records more organized, more secure and more environmentally
friendly. If that’s not enough, they can also save you money.
 
“You will find many financial institutions urging account holders to make the environmentally friendly
choice and switch to e-statements, but remember that this method of statement delivery also saves
the financial institution plenty of money,” says online financial expert Tamsen Butler. “These savings
may potentially be passed along to account holders in the form of fewer fees.”
 
When you’re dealing with smaller financial institutions especially, the reduced costs created by a move
to e-statements can create huge savings for the financial institution. This often means not only lower
fees for accounts, but higher interest rates paid on deposit accounts.
 
Make the switch, and let the world know that you handle your finances with efficiency, environmental
consciousness and cost effectiveness.
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HSAs: A-Ok or Stay Away?
Health savings accounts have their ups and downs. Read on to see
if they’re right for you

Low premiums, more options and greater control. At first glance, health savings accounts (HSAs)
seem like a great new weapon in the war against rising healthcare costs, and for many people they
might be.
 
For others, the benefits are far less clear, and for some, the option doesn’t exist at all.
 
To understand if an HSA is right for you, you’ll need to understand how an HSA works. Legislated into
existence in 2003, HSAs are specifically designed to allow individuals with designated high-deductible
insurance plans to receive tax benefits for healthcare-intended savings.
 
“HSAs and high-deductible health
plans were created as a way to
help control health care costs,”
write the insurance advisors at the
Mayo Clinic. “The idea is that
people will spend their health care
dollars more wisely if they're using
their own money. In addition,
doctors and other health care
providers will have an incentive to
lower their rates because they're
competing for business.”
 
Simply put, with a high-deductible
plan, you will be paying for more of
your healthcare costs out of pocket.
This means you will have more
freedom and flexibility in selecting
doctors and in choosing what
procedures and treatments you
would like to proceed with. An HSA is an added incentive, providing a tax savings for individuals who
choose these plans.
 
There can also be advantages to employers who move to these plans. The reduced healthcare
premiums of high-deductible plans enable small businesses to offer better plans to more employees,
and employer contributions to HSAs can be offered as a tax-deferred part of a compensation package.
 
“An HSA is a form of tax-deferred retirement accounts that can be more easily drawn upon for
emergencies than their IRA counterparts,” writes small business insurance expert JoAnn Laing. “An
HSA is particularly well situated to help small firms without medical plans to offer them to their
employees.”
 
Withdrawals from HSAs for non-medical reasons are treated very similarly to pre-retirement
withdrawals from IRAs, with tax penalties that make it only worthwhile in emergency situations. Given



the reasonable expectation of increased healthcare costs later in life and the tax-free growth of funds
in an HSA, however, contributions now can be as effective later as IRA contributions, and with greater
flexibility in case of an intervening medical emergency.
 
“HSAs can be used to pay for current medical expenses,” explains tax expert William Perez. “For
people with few medical expenses, HSAs have the effect of getting a deduction up-front, on page 1 of
Form 1040, rather than as an itemized deduction which may have limited or no tax impact.”
 
So what’s the upshot? A high-deductible plan with an associated health savings account can reduce
your current healthcare premium costs, while also reducing your taxable income through contributions
to your HSA. This money will grow tax free until you withdraw it — tax free if used for medical
purposes, but with penalties if used for other reasons.
 
If your current healthcare needs are low, or if you are an employer struggling under heavy healthcare
premiums, a high-deductible HSA plan might be right for you or your business. If you are approaching
retirement or are suffering from health issues, the limited potential for tax-free savings and growth and
the higher deductibles would make these plans less advantageous.
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When to Access Social Security Benefits
Could delaying your benefits be right for you?

As the years continue to pass, you may find yourself thinking more and more about retirement. One
factor that plays a significant role in your retirement is your social security benefits. Many people are
debating whether to take their Social Security as soon as they’re eligible or wait a little longer. It’s a
question that has no right answer, but here are some tips to consider to help make the right decision
for you.
 
Your life earnings determine Social Security benefits; if your earnings are higher, then your benefits
will be as well, and vice versa. Typically, age 62 is the earliest that you can access your benefits;
however, these benefits will be less if you don’t wait until full retirement age (FRA) when full benefits
are paid. Full retirement age varies depending on when you were born: 

Born 1937 or earlier – FRA is 65
Born between 1938-1942 – FRA is between 65 and two months to 65 and 10 months
Born between 1943-1954 – FRA is 66
Born between 1955-1959 – FRA is between 66 and two months to 66 and 10 months
Born 1960 and later – FRA is 67 

According to Ray Martin of CBSNews.com, there are many factors to take into consideration when
deciding what time is the right time to take your Social Security benefits, such as: 

Life expectancy –
Depending on your health
and other factors, if you
don’t expect to reach
average life expectancy,
choosing to delay your
access to benefits could
mean reduced lifetime
benefits.
Individual benefits – If you’re
single and intend to work
after FRA, you should
consider waiting to increase
your benefits.
Spousal benefits – If you
expect your spouse to
outlive you, it may be wise
to have them delay claiming
their benefits to avoid a
reduction in monthly
payments.
Increase benefits by working beyond FRA – If you work after your FRA, you can increase your
benefits by adding years of earnings and by using a Delayed Retirement Credit (a percentage
increase in retirement benefits for every year after FRA that benefits are not taken). 

David Blanchett, head of retirement research for the Morningstar Investment Management Division,
notes that the decision on when to take Social Security is different for everyone, according to an



notes that the decision on when to take Social Security is different for everyone, according to an
article by Rodney Brooks in USA Today.
 
While Social Security plays a major role in an individual’s post-retirement finances, not nearly enough
people give it the necessary amount of thought when devising their retirement plan. Brooks offers
some Social Security facts that provide some food for thought for your financial planning: 

Approximately 41 percent of people take their Social Security at age 62, when it is first
available; however, they often wind up losing out in the grand scheme of things as people who
are able to wait until closer to age 70 will be able to get approximately 30 percent more. The
number of individuals who can financially wait this long, however, is small.
Fifty percent of Americans who are 65 years of age and older rely on Social Security for half of
their household income; 23 percent rely on Social Security for nearly all of their family income,
according to the AARP Public Policy Institute.
According to Greg Koenig, director of economic security at the AARP Public Policy Institute,
minorities are less likely to receive benefits; those who do are far more likely to be more
dependent on them. 

Many financial advisers encourage postponing Social Security benefits as long as possible, at least
until your full retirement age as determined by the Social Security Administration, or SSA.  

Brent Neiser, a Certified Financial Planner, notes that "Social Security is like longevity insurance…It's
a stream of payments that will not stop throughout your life, so delaying your benefits to keep those
payments as large as possible forms a helpful base to your retirement plan."
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Five Surprising Automobile Values
These vehicles make for great investments, not to mention great
rides

Lexus RX 450H
 
Midsize SUVs aren’t the first category one might look at for value, but the 2013 RX450h – the “h”
stands for hybrid – starts at an MSRP of $46,310 but made the US News and World Report’s Best
Cars for the Money list because of its “outstanding fuel economy in a luxurious package” and “some
of the best reliability ratings in its class.”
 
In other words, more bang for the buck, and with an EPA-estimated 32 MPG in the city, it’s a buck
that lasts longer on every tank.
 
"Though expensive compared to the non-hybrid RX, the 2013 Lexus RX 450h delivers on its promise
of impressive fuel economy, utility, power and luxury,” notes Edmunds.com.
 
Ford Focus ST
 
Ranging down in size and in price, the 2013 Ford Focus ST (MSRP $23,700) was named Best
Compact Car for the Money by US News and World Report.
 
“With nimble handling, good fuel economy and an upscale interior, reviewers say that the 2013 Ford
Focus excels where other small cars fall short,” says US News and World Report.
 
"The Ford ST is not exactly a world-beater in terms of refinement, handling balance or ergonomics,”
explains Automobile Magazine. “But it does offer a lot of car and performance for the money, it scores
an undisputed 10 on the entertainment scale, and it won't fall apart when pushed to the limit.”
 
Subaru Outback
 
Named Best Wagon for the Money by US News and World Report, the Subaru Outback combines
low ownership costs with reliability, spaciousness and family-friendly features. Known for its versatility,
the Outback “successfully combines the utility of an SUV with the drivability of a car, making it one of
the best wagons in the class,” the magazine’s website states.
 
“It's as spacious and capable as a conventional mid-size SUV, but delivers the fuel efficiency and
driving characteristics of a sedan,” Kelly Blue Book agrees. “The Outback also provides the
all-weather mobility afforded by Subaru's symmetrical all-wheel drive and an elevated seating position
for a more commanding view of the road.”
 
Starting at an MSRP of $23,495, “The Subaru Outback is expected to retain higher than average
residual values over a 5-year period, besting the Ford Escape and the Nissan Rogue, but falling just
shy of the Venza, CR-V and Chevrolet Equinox,” KBB continues.
 
Toyota FJ Cruiser
 
Speaking of residual value, the FJ Cruiser, a tribute to the legendary FJ40 Land Cruiser, topped



KBB’s 2013 Best Resale Value Awards.
 
“The Toyota FJ Cruiser manages to be both more pleasant and more rugged than one might guess,
and offers better predicted resale value than any other 2013 model,” according to KBB.com.
 
Of course, the FJ Cruiser (MSRP $27,030) is designed for a certain driver and a certain owner.
 
“We like the FJ because it shuns the trend to move to a more car-like (and less capable) unit body.
You won't find any cushy air suspensions or luxury trimmings inside the FJ Cruiser. Instead, Toyota
has given its off-road stud a sensible, easy-to-clean interior with just the right amount of modern
conveniences to keep the FJ Cruiser up to date,” states KBB. “No one will argue that the 2013 Toyota
FJ Cruiser SUV isn't fun, but it does have a number of practical drawbacks including poor fuel
economy, some wicked blind spots and a not-so-roomy cargo hold.”
 
Scion tC
 
Car buyers may not yet be accustomed to the Scion brand - an offshoot of Toyota - but Scion vehicles
are quickly making a name for themselves. The Scion tC - also a member of KBB’s tribe of 2013 Best
Resale Value Awards winners -
starts at only $18,725 and delivers
style, reliability, excellent fuel
economy and more than ample
high tech options.
 
“Scion's attractive pricing combined
with Toyota's reputation for
dependability makes the 2013 tC
coupe compelling for anyone
looking for a fun coupe with
reasonable amenities,” KBB notes.
“The car's appeal lies in spirited
styling, lots of features, surprisingly
good audio systems for the price
and freedom to personalize the car.
Actual over-the-road performance
may not live up to everyone's
expectations, with modest
horsepower and soft suspension,
but it's entirely adequate for a city and suburban runabout.”
 
Those in the market for a new car should keep in mind that the sticker price only tells part of the story.
Fuel economy, reliability and resale value all play an important financial role, making these five value
surprises a good starting point for a new car search.
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Sedona, Arizona
Relax and rejuvenate amidst the area's stunning red rocks

Sedona attracts a diverse mix of vacationers. Some visit for the stunning mountain scenery and easy
access to outdoor activities, while others seek rejuvenation at area spas or from the many nearby
energy vortexes. Just about everyone enjoys the Southwestern cuisine and shopping opportunities.
 
Stay at El Portal
This 12-suite boutique hotel fills
up well in advance, and for good
reason. It sits quietly in
Sedona's arts district and
connects to paved bike and
walking paths as well as
numerous hiking trails. The
adobe building features
museum-quality Arts and Crafts
furnishings throughout, which
are authentic to the period or
custom reproductions. Opt for
the Grand Canyon Suite, with
its vaulted log beam and rafter
ceiling and full-length river rock
fireplace, for a spacious yet cozy
headquarters for your stay. Like
many of the other suites at the
hotel, it also features a pet yard
for those traveling with
four-legged members of their family. Visit elportalsedona.com for more information and reservations.
 
Eat at Che-Ah-Chi
The signature restaurant at Enchantment Resort offers breathtaking views of Sedona's red rocks as
well as delicious American cuisine with a hint of the Southwest. Don't miss the Squash Blossoms
appetizer with goat cheese, green crème fraiche, shaved squash and Cherokee tomatoes or the
Buffalo Tenderloin entrée with forbidden rice, pearl onions, agrodolce and baby carrots. While most of
Sedona is laid back when it comes to attire, this restaurant does require men to wear a collared shirt
and pants. Visit enchantmentresort.com for more information and reservations.
 
Shop at Tlaquepaque Arts & Crafts Village
Within walking distance of El Portal, this collection of buildings looks more like a traditional Mexican
village than a high-end collection of galleries and boutiques. There you will find a variety of works by
local and regional artists in a multitude of styles and mediums, including contemporary and
Southwestern fine art paintings, blown glass creations, Western and eclectic bronze sculpture,
weavings, functional and traditional ceramics, decorative arts, photography and architectural décor
pieces. Wearable art, such as clothing and jewelry, are also available in many of the shops. Visit
tlaq.com for more information.
 
Relax at Sedona Rougue



Spend an afternoon at this luxury spa resort to rejuvenate muscles tired from a hike in the mountains
or a day spent shopping. The 90-minute Desert Renewal treatment begins with a body cleansing by
volcanic ash. A poultice of antioxidant, immune-stimulant local wild-harvested herbs follows. And a
massage application of regenerative butter cream completes the experience. The spa also offers
meditation, past-life regression, psychic readings and other treatments from its Wellness & Intuitive
Discoveries menu of services. Visit sedonarouge.com for more information and reservations.
 
Thanks to the still-changing leaves, fall is the perfect time to visit Sedona. If you plan to travel two
hours north to the Grand Canyon during your stay, you will find fewer visitors than during other times
of the year because of winter weather. Be sure to check for road closings before making the trip.
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A Lifetime on Screen: Actors and Actresses with
Long Careers
Favorite performers who stand the test of time

Some of our favorite actors and actresses are not the fly-by-night types that capture the spotlight for
an intense but brief burst of fame. They are the ones who've stood the test of time with quality
performances over many years. Here are a few examples of favorite actors who can boast of a lifetime
of work on the big screen.
 
Mickey Rooney
Making his film debut at only 15
months old, Mickey Rooney is
an actor that we have all grown
up with. Beginning with more
than 50 silent comedies filmed
between 1927 and 1933 on up
to films such as Night at the
Museum (2006), Mickey Rooney
has hundreds of movies under
his belt. He is best known for
his Andy Hardy movies of the
1930s and 1940s.
 
Hal Holbrook
Although not in the top echelon
of A-list stars, Hal Holbrook has
withstood the test of time.
Starting out in television in the
1950s, the actor has worked
consistently in television and
film for decades. Holbrook played the role of Preston Blair in 2012's Academy Award nominated film, 
Lincoln.
 
Lauren Bacall
Perhaps best known for her work in the 1940s — in classic films such as Key Largo and The Big
Sleep — Lauren Bacall is still working in film even today. Her next turn on the big screen will be in the
film currently in production, Trouble is my Business.
 
Max von Sydow
Serious actor Max von Sydow is probably known by most moviegoers for his role as the Priest in the
horror flick, The Exorcist. The Swedish-born actor has had a critically acclaimed career, including
more than a hundred films. He recently appeared in 2011 Oscar nominated film, Extremely Loud and
Incredibly Close .
 
Debbie Reynolds
Debbie Reynolds is best known for her acting, singing and dancing work in the favorite classic film of
1952, Singin' in the Rain. She has had a steady career and still works in film and television today.



 
Christopher Plummer
Although actor Christopher Plummer is best known — and beloved — for his role as Colonel von
Trapp in the classic Hollywood musical The Sound of Music, he can boast of a lifetime full of
acclaimed film work, including the film Beginners, which won him a Best Supporting Actor Oscar in
2012.
 
These are just a few of the actors we have all come to rely upon as the backbone of many movies and
television series. The "actors of the day" may come and go for their "15 minutes of fame," but these
professionals have stood the test of time with accolades and fan support that spans decades.
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Halloween Candy Alternatives
Bypass the sugar for fun, colorful items kids (and parents) will love

Most any kid will say they want as much candy as they can round up when they knock on neighbor’s
doors on Halloween. But getting overloaded with sugar isn’t the best plan. Some dentists around the
country even have buyback programs where they offer prizes and other items for kids who turn in their
Halloween candy stash. If you’re looking for some creative alternatives to passing out the sweet stuff,
we have some ideas for you.
 
Colorful stickers, pencils and
erasers
You can buy sheets of
Halloween themed stickers or
other designs and toss into kids’
jack-o-lanterns. Or you might
stock up on pencils and erasers
with cool designs that kids will
love to use in the classroom.
 
Temporary tattoos 
Kids love these items, and they
come in a wide variety of
shapes and designs, plus they
are inexpensive. You might get
a Halloween-themed tattoo to
pass out, or you can get a
variety — everything from
glittery designs to superheroes. 
 
Bowl of fun items 
Use your imagination when you stock a big bowl full of novelty items for your trick-or-treaters to pick
out. Consider things like plastic vampire teeth, bottles of bubbles, toothbrushes, stretchy frogs, bouncy
balls, whistles, and party favor items.
 
All in the name of safety
Some items that you can give that will delight the kids as well as the parents can actually be effective
in making the trek through the neighborhood a bit safer. All you need to do is hand out glow sticks or
glow-in-the-dark necklaces. This makes the little goblins more visible. Glow bracelets, flashing wands
and finger beam lights are also possibilities.
 
Healthier snacks
Instead of passing out loads of chocolate or other types of candy, consider stocking up on
single-serving packages of pretzels, boxes of raisins, granola bars or juice boxes. Other ideas include
packets of hot chocolate, snack-sized cheese and crackers, and sugar-free gum.
 
Cold hard cash
Imagine the thrill of getting actual money while trick or treating. You can dole out pennies, nickels,
dimes, and even quarters. Regardless of the amount, receiving some change will bring smiles to the



recipients.
 
Art supplies
Bring out their creativity when you offer trick-or-treaters a variety of items they can use for art projects.
Suggestions include Play-Doh®, origami paper and instructions, inexpensive paintbrushes, crayons or
markers.
 
There are some online companies that specialize in selling novelty items, like some of those
mentioned above, in bulk. This makes it very economical to keep all those Halloween buckets filled on
Oct. 31. 
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Five Tips for Sustainable Eating
Eat healthier by supporting locally grown products

Sustainable eating means eating whole foods that come from a local source. Most sustainable foods
do not have labels and do not come in a box. In addition, they are foods that minimize harm to the
environment during the growth and production process. Locally grown fruits and vegetables, as well
as protein from animals that are raised in a humane way by independent farmers, are considered
sustainable foods.
 
Sustainable eating provides a healthier lifestyle for you and your family versus buying processed,
boxed meals, often found on your neighborhood grocery store shelves.
 
It may be easier than you think to put healthier and more environmentally friendly meals on your
dinner table. Follow these five tips to make sustainable eating a part of your everyday life.
 
Grow your own vegetables
Even if you live in an apartment
or have a very small yard, it
may be possible to grow your
own vegetables. There is tons
of information available on
container gardening and
growing in small spaces. Start
with just a few plants and grow
vegetables you know your
family will eat and are easy to
prepare. As you become more
knowledgeable about
gardening, add different
varieties.
 
Buy from local farmers and/or
farmers markets
You can practice sustainable
eating by purchasing your
produce and meats from your
local farmers if you are unable to grow your own vegetables (or just not interested in gardening). Most
communities offer farmers’ markets through the summer season, and some cities in warmer climates
offer farmers markets year-round.
 
Learn the art of cooking
While it is possible to practice sustainable eating without knowing how to cook, a little cooking
experience will take you far in your goals of eating whole and unprocessed foods. While you can
begin with fruit and vegetable salads, eventually you might want to add roasted vegetables or stir-fries
to your menu. Learning to prepare a few tried and true recipes will help you expand your family's go-to
menus.
 
Eat with the seasons



Fruit and vegetables taste much better in season, and they are far less expensive during that time.
Adjust your eating habits to eat foods when they are in their prime. Eat apples and squash in the fall,
and savor watermelon and berries in the summer.
 
Learn to preserve and store food
Although canning and preserving food is a lost art, this domestic skill seems to be making a comeback.
Canning and preserving foods when they are in season lets you enjoy many types of food all year
long. You will also know exactly what is in your food and can ensure there are no unknown or strange
ingredients you cannot pronounce. Begin by preserving simple items (such as jam) and progress to
more difficult tasks, such as canning meats.
 
With a little patience and practice, adopting a sustainable lifestyle around your dinner table is an effort
that will yield big results in your family's health and local environment.
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